We propose a new pathfinding technique called xTrek that combines conventional pathfinding and influence fields; that is, we are introducing a new influence-sensitive pathfinder or influence-aware pathfinder. The leading idea of influence-aware pathfinding is to avoid unwanted regions and/or converge to desired regions of the search space during the path search. As shown throughout the paper, this region avoidance/convergence is more striking using our technique than in other field-aware pathfinders as, for example, risk-adverse pathfinders and constraint-aware navigation pathfinders. Furthermore, our technique constrains the search space even more than such state-of-the-art influence-aware pathfinders, aiming to reduce the memory space consumption, to speed up pathfinding computations, and at the same time to have better control on the paths to be discovered.
Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI) has many definitions, but Poole et al. [1] describe it as "the study and design of intelligent agents." An intelligent agent (e.g., NPC, shorthand of onplayer character) is an autonomous entity that analyzes the surrounding environment, from where it avoids eventual obstacles, makes decisions, and acts accordingly to achieve its goal or objective [2] . Influence fields, also known as force fields in robotics, are often seen as an obstacle avoidance technique by associating repulsive fields to obstacles. However, influence fields may also work as a trail-orienteering technique by assigning attractive fields to landmarks leading to the desired destination. By combining such repulsive and attractive influence fields, an NPC can follow a collision-free path from a point to another on the game map.
Usually, an NPC is programmed in a loose way to ensure a player has a chance to win a game. NPCs are not intelligent agents in literal terms, but they behave in a seamlessly plausible intelligent manner, particularly when they are chasing a player in the game world. For this plausible intelligent behavior, much contributes motion planning algorithms for NPCs and agents [3] . In games, motion planning is known as pathfinding and has to do with the motion of a given NPC from one place to another in the game world.
Pathfinders.
Before proceeding any further, let us show that pathfinding algorithms are used in many areas other than video games [4, 5] , namely, communication network routing [6, 7] , robotics path planning [8, 9] , and global positioning system navigation systems [10] , just to mention a few.
Pathfinding operates over a search graph that describes the path network of the game world. The idea is to find a path (if it exists) between two given locations (two graph nodes), preferably with the lowest cost; in other words, the pathfinder should be complete and optimal. Dijkstra's and A 2 International Journal of Computer Games Technology the player. That is, it is harder, not to say impossible, for a player to beat an NPC that acts optimally. Therefore, it is acceptable to propose pathfinding algorithms that sacrifice optimality for performance, as it is the case of the influenceaware Dijkstra's and A * pathfinders introduced in this paper. These influence-aware pathfinders have the advantage of consuming less memory space, of being faster than their counterparts without influence, and additionally of being context-aware; that is, they avoid unwanted regions and go through preferable regions.
Influence Fields.
In addition to spatial reasoning-based strategy [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , influence fields (also known as influence maps) have been also used as an obstacle avoidance technique in motion planning. For example, Ms. PacMan game [21, 22] uses influence fields generated by repulsors and attractors. Repulsors (e.g., ghosts and inedible objects) exert a negative influence, while attractors exert a positive influence (e.g., food, health, or point-scoring objects). That is, repulsors are divergence locations, whereas attractors are convergence locations, regardless of whether they are moving in the game or not. Another example is for activity-centric crowd authoring [23] , where influences were used to simulate crowd movement; that is, avatars avoid others yet they converge to areas of interest (e.g., a mall restaurant area).
However, and unlike pathfinders, influence fields were not thought of to find a path between two locations, but at most to induce a steering motion on game entities that move around the environment, yet avoiding obstacles. Recall that an influence field is defined as a function that ascribes a single value (e.g., weight or cost) to each point in game space and time, that is, a concept known in mathematics as a scalar field [24] . It happens that like any other function, an influence field may possess one or more local extrema (i.e., minima and maxima). These local extrema constitute the principal problem of influence fields, because any object moving in the scene may be attracted to and trapped at an extremum. Consequently, influence fields do not ensure that the goal position is reached if one finds a local extremum in the meanwhile.
It is worth noting that a few path planners based on potential fields have been also proposed in the literature [25] [26] [27] . A potential field is also a scalar field, but usually, one takes advantage of a vector field (e.g., the gradient field) associated with it. For example, the path planner introduced by Dapper et al. [26] uses the gradient descent to find routes from any point of the game map to a goal position. The resulting routes are not only smooth but also free of local minima. This path planner was inspired by BVP-based motion planners used in robotics [28] , where BVP is the shorthand of boundary value problems. It is not a pathfinder because it uses a motion equation rather than a cost function. However, and similar to grid-based pathfinders, it requires the decomposition of the game map into a grid of square cells. Then, cells spanning obstacles are set to the potential value 1 (repulsors) to avoid collisions, while cells containing target or goal locations for NPCs are set to 0 (attractors). In this BVP framework, each NPC has a local map with a single attractor located at target location so that whenever the NPC moves around in the environment, its map requires an update to its position and velocity. However, solving the BVP-based motion equation for a given NPC requires the interpolation of the potential values on the grid between obstacle locations and the target location of such NPC [26] .
Related
Influence-Aware Pathfinders. At our best knowledge, there are five works incorporating awareness of the avatar's surroundings into pathfinding, yet they differ in their purposes. The first is due to Laue and Röfer [29] , who used a vector field for navigation of agents in a virtual world. This vector field-based navigation algorithm only takes advantage of a pathfinder when the agent gets trapped at a local extremum. That is, the pathfinder is only used near a local extremum when there is a need to escape from it.
The second work attempts to integrate pathfinders and influence maps and is due to Paanakker [30] . This work modified the cost functions of Dijkstra's and A * pathfinders to include influence values tied to repulsors and attractors, yet such values are constant within the area of influence of each repulsor/attractor, that is, −1 for attractors and +1 for repulsors. This technique is known as risk-adverse pathfinding (RAP), so it uses repulsors as risk-adverse entities. It is a repulsor-oriented technique so that a path goes away from repulsors. However, the moving agent often ignores the presence of attractors, walking straight ahead through their influence areas. Furthermore, the behavior of the agent depends on the game map and tuning parameters; that is, the human-like movement behavior that gets out from repulsors and approaches attractors rarely happens and is not automated.
The third work is by Adaixo et al. [31] , which replaces such constant influence values by decreasing values obtained from a Gaussian kernel function, but this has not improved the straight moving behavior of agents though attractors (neither repulsors) in a noticeable manner. This problem comes out because there is no guarantee that the cost function value of the next node to be evaluated is less than the cost function value of the current node. In contrast, our field-sensitive pathfinders guarantee that their cost functions monotonically decrease from the start node to the goal node.
The fourth work is due to Sturtevant [32] and incorporates avoidable agents (i.e., agents to avoid) in the process of pathfinding. More specifically, one uses the circular AoI of each agent to be avoided, as well as the distance and the line of sight to it, in the reformulation of the cost-so-far function. Therefore, the AoI plays the role of a repulsor somehow. The idea is to pass by each avoidable agent (e.g., an enemy player) without being seen. However, this technique does not use any concept similar to attractors.
Finally, Kapadia et al. [23, 33, 34] developed influenceaware pathfinders called constraint-aware navigation (CAN) pathfinders. These pathfinders consider both attractors and repulsors, which they called constraints. However, seemingly this technique is not sensitive (or is slightly sensitive at most) to repulsors.
Summing up, among these five techniques, only two integrate influence with pathfinders, namely, risk-adverse pathfinders (RAP) [30] and constraint-aware navigation (CAN) [23, 33, 34] . However, only the CAN technique is automated; that is, it does not need any manual tuning of parameters. However, CAN only accounts for attractors and repulsors in the proximity of the path found by the traditional A * and Dijkstra's pathfinders; that is, the convergence to attractors and divergence from repulsors only occurs if the path found by CAN gets close to the corresponding path by A * and Dijkstra's pathfinders without constraints. In contrast, the xTrek technique-with " " standing for either "Dijkstra" or "A * "-finds a path that goes toward attractors and deviates from repulsors. Besides, the placement of attractors and repulsors is also automated and builds upon on the minimum spanning tree of the graph of passable nodes of the game map. In a way, our technique mimics both obstacle avoidance and trail orienteering, whose control points are here repulsors and attractors, respectively.
1.4.
Organization of the Paper. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the mathematical theory of fields and shows how it can be applied in pathfinding. Section 3 details our influence-aware Dijkstra's and A * pathfinders, named DjTrek (or DjT) and A * Trek (A * T), including their cost functions that combine the traditional cost functions with influence functions. Section 4 presents the experimental results obtained from a battery of tests performed for 20 game maps taken from the HOG2 map repository (http://movingai.com/benchmarks/). Section 5 further discusses the applicability of our influenceaware technique in solving the problems of path adaptivity and smoothness. Finally, Section 6 draws relevant conclusions and points out new directions for future work.
Theory of Fields for Games
As explained further ahead, we use attractors and repulsors to guide the agent (avatar) on its way to the goal, avoiding obstacles at the same time. An attractor is a local minimum of a scalar field, while a repulsor is a local maximum of a scalar field. In mathematics, a scalar field ties a scalar value to every point in space (e.g., 3D Euclidean space or R 3 ). Recall that a scalar field is known as influence field or influence map in games. Even considering that the game world ⊂ R 3 is bounded in size, the number of points of is uncountable, so we need to discretize into a finite number of cubes so that we then calculate the value of the scalar field at each corner of every single cube. For the sake of convenience, we consider that represents the terrain of the game world; that is, it is tiled into squares, not into cubes.
A scalar field in R 2 is generated by a real bivariate function : R 2 → R; that is, is defined at every single point of R 2 . We use a Gaussian function to model the scalar field generated by each repulsor , which is given by
where stands for the amplitude of the Gaussian, is the distance of an arbitrary point p ∈ R 2 to the location p of the repulsor , and is the decay factor of the Gaussian with the distance in relation to the location of the repulsor . More specifically, we have
where denotes the standard deviation. Figure 1 shows us the effect of the decay on the influence area of a repulsor, so that the bigger the decay, the lesser the influence area of a repulsor. Note that each function represents the decaying behavior of the scalar field of the repulsor with the distance. That is, the repulsor is stronger at its location than at any other point in the game world. On the contrary, an attractor is defined by the negative of Gaussian given in (1) as follows:
Summing up the scalar fields of all repulsors and attractors results in a scalar field of the game world as follows:
where and stand for the numbers of repulsors and attractors, respectively. In Figure 2 , we have 11 attractors in red and 66 repulsors in lilac. Note that repulsors seem less in number because they are side-by-side in adjacent cells.
The main problem with any Gaussian repulsor (resp., attractor ) is that its kernel is unbounded: that is, it contributes to the value of in (4) at every point of the game world. Consequently, when a repulsor (resp., attractor) moves, the overall scalar field must be recalculated for every corner of the terrain tiles. To overcome this problem, one must use truncated Gaussian repulsors (resp., attractors). For every truncated Gaussian repulsor (resp., attractor), we have thus to consider a small threshold (e.g., = 0.1) below which the value of | | (resp., | |) is always zero. Doing so, it is straightforward to determine the influence radius of each repulsor from (1) as follows:
and, by manipulating (5), we get the influence radius of the repulsor , which is given by
So, given the tile size Δ, we can say that the square influence neighborhood of each repulsor is a 2⌈ /Δ⌉ × 2⌈ /Δ⌉ neighborhood centered at p , where ⌈ /Δ⌉ is smallest integer not less than /Δ. That is, the values of the influence neighborhood tiles may remain unchanged from the time they were calculated through (1), regardless of whether the repulsor moves in the game world or not. When a repulsor moves around in the game world, what changes is the influence field of the game, which is a discrete representation of the overall scalar field given by (4). We say "discrete" because, after partitioning the game terrain into square tiles, is evaluated at the center of each tile. Note that the changes in the influence field are local because they are confined to tiles under the influence of a given repulsor (resp., attractor).
So, the leading idea of the discrete motion planners described in this paper is to fuse a typical pathfinder with a Gaussian influence field, resulting in a pathfinder that avoids obstacles in its way to the goal, without being trapped by minima. For that purpose, we incorporate the value of (cf. (4)) into cost function of the pathfinder. For simplicity, attractors were defined by the parameters = − √ 10 and = 0.1, while repulsors were parameterized through = √ 10 and = 0.1 (see (2) and (5)).
Influence-Aware A * Pathfinders
Before proceeding any further, let us approach the representations for game maps. For pathfinding purposes, each passable node includes a list of pointers (or references) to its eight neighboring passable nodes at most. We might use a hash map to store neighbor information of each passable node as such data structure has a constant time complexity. However, in practice, it is slower to have the adjacency lists as data of a hash map than having each of them linked to each passable node. This is so because accessing an adjacency list in a hash map using a hash key takes more time than directly accessing such an adjacency list in a passable node.
A
* Pathfinding. A * search was introduced by Hart et al. [12] in 1968. Its cost function ( ) comprises two terms, the cost-so-far function ( ) and a heuristic function ℎ( ) as follows:
The cost-so-far function ( ) stands for the lowest cost to travel from the current node to the start node in the graph. The heuristic ℎ( ) represents the likelihood of the current node converging faster to the goal, which is an estimate of the cost to the goal. For example, a possible heuristic is the Euclidean distance from the current node to the goal node. In other words, ( ) refers to the cost of the current node to the start node, while ℎ( ) denotes the estimated cost of the current node to the goal node. Considering only nonnegative costs, the use of a heuristic means that A * is solely optimal if the heuristic is appropriate; that is, the heuristic value must always be less than or equal to the real cost from the current node to the goal. Dijkstra's pathfinder [11] is a particular case of A * because the heuristic takes on the value zero (ℎ( ) = 0). Both Dijkstra's and A * pathfinders use identical data structures, namely, an open list, a closed list, and a graph. The graph holds the passable nodes of the game map, as well as their adjacent nodes. This graph was implemented as a hash map ⟨ , ⟩ so that each passable node representing a game map cell ( , ) is surrounded by eight neighboring passable nodes at most. Therefore, accessing the nodes neighboring a given node ( , ) is performed with complexity O (1) .
The open list was implemented as a priority queue, which holds open nodes ordered by increasing costs. An open node is a node in the open list for which the shortest path (i.e., minimum cost) was not found yet. The closed list was implemented as a hash set, which holds closed nodes. A closed node is a node in the closed list for which the shortest path (i.e., minimum cost) was already found; sometimes, a closed node is also called evaluated node. Accessing a closed node using its key ( , ) has complexity O(1). This key represents the ( , )-cell of the game map, but accessing to closed nodes is only for graphics rendering of the cyan nodes that denote the search expansion of the pathfinder. In fact, cyan nodes are the visited nodes of the search space, which include closed nodes and open nodes, as shown, for example, in Figure 3 . Note that closed nodes will never be reopened because we assume that all costs are greater than or equal to zero.
Influence-Aware A
* Pathfinding. The present paper introduces a technique to reduce the resources (i.e., memory space and processing time) usually ascribed to A * pathfinders, including Dijkstra's pathfinder. Such reduction is achieved by combining A * search with an influence field generated by the Gaussian function ( ) given by (4) as follows:
where is the current node (under evaluation), while is the total number of nodes; ( ) is the influence value at the current node as yield by (4); MIN is the (negative) global minimum of the influence map, which corresponds to the value of the influence at the center of some attractor; defines the influence radius of an attractor/repulsor as given by (5); stands for the Euclidean distance between the centers of two connected neighboring nodes. If is the horizontal distance between two nodes, we only get paths along -and -axes, but, if is the diagonal distance between two nodes, we obtain paths along diagonals in addition to paths along -andaxes (see Figures 3, 4, and 5) . The cost function ( ) given by (8)- (10) also applies to Dijkstra's pathfinder by setting ℎ( ) = 0. For simplicity, we assume ( ) ≥ 0, ∀ ∈ N; that is, all costs are positive or zero. This assumption avoids getting the value 0 for ( ) when one sums up positive and negative values, that is, to avoid that the pathfinder gets stuck and stops moving. Equations (8), (9), and (10) produce the values of ( ) for attractor, neutral, and repulsor nodes, respectively.
Neutral Nodes.
These nodes obey (9) , which is the cost function ( ) for A * and its variants. Neutral nodes are not subject to the influence of any attractor or repulsor.
Nodes under Influence of an Attractor.
Nodes under influence of an attractor obey (8) . The AoI of an attractor includes a central node at which ( ) attains a negative local minimum MIN ; that is, the value of ( ) decreases from the attractor's influence area boundary (i.e., AoI boundary) to its center. This behavior ensures that the path goes through the attractor's influence area, because the next node of the path is the one with minimum cost in the open list, which is a priority queue sorted by increasing costs, and attractor nodes always have inferior costs compared to neutral and repulsor nodes. In part, this explains why we are not considering the value of ( ) in (8); otherwise, there would not be any guarantee to traverse the attractor's influence area with a noticeable deflection toward its center. Therefore, discarding ( ) from (8) allows the path to sense the presence of an attractor; that is, the path deflects toward the attractor center. Note that the expression |( MIN − ( ))/ MIN | varies in the interval [0, 1] to normalize the values of ( ) in the entire influence field.
Nodes under Influence of a Repulsor.
Repelling nodes obey (10) . The AoI of each repulsor includes a central node at which ( ) attains a positive local maximum. In this case, we can combine ( ) and ( ) because they are both positive for a node that is under influence of a repulsor. Intuitively, a node under the influence of a repulsor must have a higher cost than a neutral node or an attractor node. In fact, (10) was designed to endow each node under the influence of a repulsor with less priority (or more costly) relative to any other type of node in the set of open nodes. Therefore, if one does not attain the goal node after searching the entire region of the map outside repulsor's influence area, the first encountered node under the influence of a repulsor will no longer block path search toward the goal node. In fact, nodes under attractor's influence will be considered first in the open list, and nodes under repulsor's influence will be checked later or not at all.
Note that the heuristic is absent in (10) because, when traveling from the start node to goal node, the cost ( ) increases as the heuristic ℎ( ) decreases in the traversal of a repulsor's influence area. Consequently, the path goes straight across a repulsor's influence area; that is, the repelling effect is not noticeable. Thus, to mimic the repelling impact on an agent approaching a repulsor, we must guarantee that the global cost is monotonically increasing, hence, the absence of ℎ( ) in (10).
Behavior of Influence-Aware Dijkstra's and A
* Pathfinders. The cost function ruled by (8) - (10) As shown in Figure 4 , the risk-adverse Dijkstra's (DjRAP) pathfinder has a similar behavior to DjT with respect to repulsors because it is adverse to the risk; that is, DjRAP repels above all. However, attractors seemingly do not limit the expansion of the space search. Regarding constraintaware navigation Dijkstra's (DjCAN) pathfinder, attractors do not limit the expansion of the search space either, as shown in (iii) Paths generated by A * T avoid AoI of repulsors. In fact, a path does not cross the AoI of a repulsor (i.e., its nodes are not visited), so that each repulsor blocks any path (see Figures 6(c) and 6(d) ).
In the case of A * RAP (Figure 7) , its behavior is similar to A * T because attractors also constrain search space, while repulsors expand the search space by blocking the path being trailed. On the contrary, regarding A * CAN, attractors seemingly do not constrain the search space, while repulsors do not entirely block the path being trailed.
Experimental Results
Our experimental tests focused on memory space consumption and processing time. We compared our field-aware algorithms, DjT and A * T, to their counterparts without influence, Dijkstra's (point-to-point variant) and A * pathfinders, respectively. We also benchmarked DjT and A * T relative to the other four field-aware pathfinders, namely, DjRAP and A [36] , while the remaining 10 maps concern W3 [37] .
Recall that DAO is a role-playing game (RPG), which mostly consists of indoor dungeon-like scenarios. In turn, W3 is a real-time strategy (RTS) game, which is an outdoor game with open scenarios, mostly swamps and islands. The HOG repository does not contain any dataset for first-person shooter (FPS) games.
Testing Methodology.
Before proceeding any further, let us state that we generated an influence map that is congruent with each game map. As shown in Figure 8 , nodes within the influence radius of an attractor are depicted in red, orange, and yellow, depending on the distance to the attractor, while nodes within the influence radius of a repulsor are in lilac, with lilacs getting lighter with the distance to repulsor. Note the movement step from a map cell to any of its eight neighbor cells that define four oriented diagonal directions, two oriented horizontal directions, and two oriented vertical directions.
Selection of Paths.
In testing, we used four passable nodes to generate 12 paths per map to determine the average memory space expenditure and average processing time. Note that the paths from to and to can be different as usual in pathfinding. In fact, even when an optimal pathfinder as, for example, Dijkstra, computes the shortest path from to B, it may create other shortest paths from to . In testing, we did not allow paths between repulsors, neither paths between attractors and repulsors (cf. Figures  9 and 10 ). The reason behind this procedure is because in these cases the search over the graph tends to expand significantly as repulsors have the lowest priority in the process of searching over the graph. Note that the leading idea of influence-aware pathfinders is to constrain the search of the graph representing the map. Despite the previous testing methodology, nothing prevents the placement of an attractor or a repulsor at the starting node, nor at the goal node. However, it does not make sense to place a repulsor at a goal node, unless we want to delay the arrival of a given NPC to such a node. In fact, when the goal node is assigned a repulsor, the pathfinder first explores the neutral and attractor nodes before evaluating the repulsor nodes in the open list. Recall that the open list works as a priority queue, and repulsor nodes are those with less priority. Thus, a path that ends at a repulsor leads to a more extensive graph search. In the worst case, the search graph may be fully explored before even reaching the repulsor placed at the goal node.
Placement of Attractors and
The automated placement of attractors in each game map requires the prior generation of its minimal-spanning tree (MST) through Prim's algorithm [38] . Then, we place attractors along the MST's minimal path between the start node and goal node of the game map. Alternatively, we might use either a visibility graph [39] [40] [41] or a Voronoi diagram [42, 43] to place attractors in the game map. Nevertheless, the MST of each grid-based map has the following benefits:
(i) Similar to the visibility graph and Voronoi diagram, an MST can be precomputed for each map. (ii) Unlike the visibility graph and Voronoi diagram, the MST of a game map provides some shortest paths between nodes, but many paths are not the shortest ones, as needed to mimic the nonoptimal pathfinding performed by humans when they move around with the necessary space clearance relatively to obstacles. It is worth noting that the visibility graph computes the shortest collision-free path between two nodes (see, e.g., [41, Chapter 15] ). However, such shortest paths are tangent to obstacles; that is, there is no space clearance. This lack of space clearance is unnatural, not to say unacceptable, for many motion planning algorithms, including pathfinders. On the contrary, the Voronoi diagram of the obstacles [42] [43] [44] produces paths with maximal space clearance, which may be much longer than the shortest ones. (iii) Also, unlike the visibility graph and Voronoi diagram, the MST has no cycles, so finding a path between two nodes is straightforward.
Besides, the MST has the advantage of having much less number of nodes and edges to consider in each iteration. In fact, given the hierarchical nature of the MST, it is not necessary to use a common pathfinder (e.g., Dijkstra) to encounter a path between two of its nodes. In a way, the MST works as a global trail-orienteering technique that allows us to place attractors as landmarks along the way between two nodes. On the other hand, the placement of repulsors in the game map aims at constraining the graph search as much Figure 6 : Finding a path (in black) from the top-left node to the bottom-right node of a 50 × 50 grid using influence-aware A * algorithm (A * T): (a) without attractors and repulsors, the search space only covers neutral nodes (in cyan) along or close to the path (in black); (b) with 2 attractors, the search space substantially reduces itself to neutral nodes (in cyan) along the path and attractor nodes (in red-to-yellow blended with cyan) provided that they are on the way to the goal node; (c) with 2 repulsors, the search space also substantially reduces itself to neutral nodes (in cyan) along the path, as the interior nodes of repulsors were not visited; (d) with 2 attractors and 2 repulsors, the search space is again limited to neutral nodes (in cyan) and attractor nodes (in red-to-yellow blended with cyan) along the path, with repulsor nodes (in purple blue) not being visited. Nodes in cyan or blended with cyan represent visited nodes, that is, nodes in the open and closed lists. Figure 7 : Finding a path (in black) from the top-left node to the bottom-right node of a 50 × 50 grid using the risk-adverse A * algorithm (A * RAP): (a) without attractors and repulsors, the search space only covers neutral nodes (in cyan) along or close to the path (in black); (b) with 2 attractors, the search space reduces itself to neutral nodes (in cyan) and influence-constant attractor nodes (in red blended with cyan) found on the way to the goal node; (c) with 2 repulsors, the search space covers neutral nodes (in cyan) found on the way to the goal node, but influence-constant repulsor nodes (in light lilac) repel the search; (d) with 2 attractors and 2 repulsors, the search space covers neutral nodes (in cyan) and influence-constant attractor nodes (in red blended with cyan) but not repulsor nodes (in light lilac). Nodes in cyan or blended with cyan represent visited nodes, that is, open and closed nodes. Figure 8 : Finding a path (in black) from the top-left node to the bottom-right node of a 50 × 50 grid using the constraint-aware navigation A * algorithm (A * CAN): (a) without attractors and repulsors, the search space only covers neutral nodes (in cyan) along or close to the path (in black); (b) with 2 attractors, the search space almost covers the entire map, including neutral nodes (in cyan) and attractor nodes (in red-to-yellow blended with cyan); (c) with 2 repulsors, the search space covers neutral nodes (in cyan) found on the way to the goal node, and part of the repulsor nodes (those in purple blue as a result of blending light dark-to-light lilac with cyan); (d) with 2 attractors and 2 repulsors, the search space covers the entire map, including neutral nodes (in cyan), attractor nodes (in red-to-yellow blended with cyan), and repulsor nodes (in purple blue as a result of blending light dark-to-light lilac with cyan). Nodes in cyan or blended with cyan represent visited nodes, that is, nodes in the open and closed lists. Cyan nodes are neutral nodes covered by the space search. DjT repulsor nodes in (b) kept their original dark lilac-to-light-lilac colors so that they were not visited. Thus, DjT repulsors contain the space search. However, the same repulsor nodes in (d) appear in purple blue because they were visited, that is, their original dark lilac-to-light-lilac colors were combined with cyan. This color blending occurs because DjCAN does not repel enough: that is, DjCAN repulsors do not sustain the space search. Note that the attractor nodes in (b) and (d) appear in dark red-to-green because they were visited, that is, their original red-to-yellow color was blended with cyan. In (c), we see that repulsors (in light lilac) also sustain the expansion of the search space, but repulsor nodes have the same color because their influence values are constant in DjRAP.
as possible (i.e., to limit the number of visited nodes) to contain the memory consumption and speed up pathfinding. Repulsors are just placed at door nodes of the map. Therefore, the automated placement of repulsors in each game map requires the prior computation of its all doors between regions of such map, what is here done using the automated map decomposition algorithm due to Halldórsson and Björnsson [45] . As for the MST, the computation of door nodes is performed as a preprocessing step for each game map. For pathfinding purposes, all doors (i.e., door nodes) are closed by default. Closing a door node means to place and turn on a repulsor at its location. Note that we have not turned on all possible repulsors in the figures (e.g., Figures  9 and 10 ) of this paper for legibility sake. Opening a door node (i.e., turning off its repulsor) only occurs if it is on the way of the minimum path (of the MST) used to find a path between two nodes (i.e., the start and goal nodes). In other words, closing doors (i.e., turning on repulsors at door nodes) helps the pathfinder to avoid undesirable regions of the map.
Memory Consumption.
Memory consumption has to do with how constrained is the graph search (i.e., the number of evaluated nodes). In fact, memory consumption depends on the number of nodes that have passed by the open priority ordered queue (or simply the open list) and have been moved into a hash map ⟨ID, ⟩ of closed nodes. This search expansion process lasts, while the goal node is not found or the open list gets empty (i.e., no path is found). Thus, the total memory consumption comprises the memory occupied by the nodes that passed on the open list, and this includes those nodes in the closed hash map. Note that each node comprises the following fields: ID, ( ), ℎ( ), ( ), and PID (parent's ID); PID is required to reconstruct the path backwards.
After a brief analysis of the charts shown in Figures 11 and  12 , we observe that (i) W3 consumes more memory space than DAO. This is so because each map's graph of the former is larger than the largest map of the latter.
( xCAN pathfinders tend to consume too much memory space because repulsors seemingly are ignored concerning the process of expanding the search space. That is, though the path deflects from the center of a repulsor, repulsors do not hamper the expansion of the search space, as illustrated in Figures 9(d) and 10(d) . Also, xCAN pathfinders seem to ignore the effect of attractors, unless they are in the proximity of the found path. On the other hand, xRAP pathfinders often ignore attractors, and this explains why they consume more memory than our DjT and A * T pathfinders, as illustrated in Figures 9(c) and 10(c) . However, as in DjT and A * T pathfinders, repulsors have the effect of hampering the expansion of search space in xRAP pathfinders. Finally, we noted during testing that the search-constraint pathfinders (i.e., xTrek and xRAP pathfinders) become more efficient in terms of the memory consumption relative to ground-truth pathfinders. This performance improvement indicates that search contention effects become noticeable. Finally, we noted that the time performance of the searchconstraint pathfinders (i.e., xTrek and xRAP pathfinders) tends to improve with the increasing length of paths when compared with the time performance of ground-truth pathfinders. This improved time performance is so because the effects of search contention become apparent. In short, DjT and A * T perform better than other state-of-the-art influence-aware pathfinders regarding both memory space and time consumption. Furthermore, their performance improves when the map size increases.
Path Quality.
We carried out a study about the quality of the paths generated by both families of pathfinders, Dijkstra and A * . Dijkstra's family includes Dijkstra's, DjT, DjRAP, and DjCAN pathfinders, with Dijkstra as the ground-truth pathfinder, because it generates the shortest paths. In turn, A * family includes A * , A * T, A * RAP, and A * CAN, and A * obviously works as the ground-truth pathfinder for this family, because it also generates the shortest paths. Furthermore, we also considered two scenarios for the placement of trailorienteering attractors and the turning off of door repulsors: (i) using the minimal path of the MST for any path between and and (ii) using the shortest path generated by Dijkstra or A * .
To measure the quality of a path between two nodes and , we used the ratio = / , where represents the number of nodes of the shortest path from to (i.e., Dijkstra's path or A * path), and is the number of nodes of . It is clear that the quality of Dijkstra/A * paths is 1, as shown in Figure 15 . A brief glance at Figure 15 also shows us the following:
(i) The path quality of xCAN pathfinders (Figure 15(c)) is greater than the one of xRAP pathfinders (Figure 15(b) ), which in turn is better than the path quality of xTrek pathfinders (Figure 15(a) ), and these facts are valid for W3 and DAO maps. This is so because xTrek and xRAP pathfinders effectively constrain the space search, sometimes forcing NPCs to deviate significantly from the shortest route; for example, such a deviation is remarkable for the DAO map called "den501d."
(ii) This deviation is more pronounced when one uses MST's minimal path, rather than the Dijkstra's or A * shortest path, as the path to follow to place attractors.
(iii) As expected, such a deviation relative to the shortest path is not so noticeable when one uses Dijkstra's or A * shortest path itself as the path to follow to place attractors.
(iv) The path quality is higher for DAO maps (indoor maps) than for W3 maps (outdoor maps).
(v) In DAO maps (see left-hand side of Figure 15 ), xTrek pathfinders (i.e., DjT and A * T) produce paths of similar quality when one considers each type of trail-orienteering path separately, either MST path or shortest path. The same applies to both xRAP and xCAN pathfinders.
(vi) In W3 maps (see right-hand side of Figure 15 ), xTrek pathfinders (i.e., DjT and A * T), as well as xRAP (i.e., DjRAP and A * RAP) and xCAN (i.e., DjCAN and A * CAN) pathfinders, also produce paths of similar quality regarding each type of trail-orienteering path separately, and this fact is also true for both xRAP and xCAN pathfinders. The only exception is the xTrek pathfinders when one uses the MST's minimal paths as trail-orienteering paths; in this case, A * T generates paths of better quality than DjT.
From this comparative analysis based on path quality, we observe the path quality of influence-aware pathfinders is, in general, high or acceptable in the context of games because there is no strict requirement in ensuring the shortest paths. However, when one uses MST's minimal paths as trailorienteering paths for the placement of attractors, the path quality is not so high for three out of ten DAO maps, particularly for the maps den011d, den501d, and lak304d. Furthermore, the path quality noticeably degrades for W3 maps, especially when one uses MST paths as trail-orienteering paths.
Open Issues
The focus of the paper is on how to combine influence fields and pathfinding to obtain more efficient pathfinders regarding memory and time consumption. However, there are open issues like path adaptivity, path smoothness, and multiagent pathfinding whose solutions are in progress.
Path Adaptivity.
Most discrete pathfinders assume that the game map is static; that is, no object moves across the virtual world, no object is being destroyed, and so forth. That is, the search graph remains unchanged. It happens that, in dynamic scenes of game worlds, the graph of passable nodes changes over time indeed; that is, they change their state from passable to impassable, and vice versa. Therefore, we need adaptive pathfinders in games, but as far as we know no adaptive pathfinder has been successful in games, although they exist in robotics as it is the case of D * [46] , which is an adaptive variant of A * . However, D * has not been used in games because it often performs worse than A * . This performance drop is so significant that for games it is preferable to redo the search than using an adaptive pathfinder [47] .
On the contrary, DjT and A * T pathfinders described in this paper are adaptive; that is, they can deal with game world changes over time, namely, removal/adding a new node and removal/adding of a repulsor or attractor (see Figure 16 ). More specifically, the following situations require the local reconstruction of a path:
(i) A path includes a bridge that was destroyed by an earthquake. In this case, a subset of passable cells associated with such a road becomes impassable. There is no need to place repulsors in both extremities of the street to get away from such street.
(ii) A path includes a street that was temporarily closed to traffic for some reason. In this case, we need to place repulsors at the entry and exit of the street deal with this situation.
(iii) An obstacle is placed somewhere on a path for some reason. In this case, we need to place at least one repulsor at the location of the obstacle so that the repulsor's influence goes beyond the area occupied by the obstacle.
(iv) A moving NPC stops on a cell of a path found for another NPC that is approaching it quickly so that such cell becomes the meeting point of both NPCs. The stopped NPC turns on its repulsive shield to force the incoming NPC to deviate from it.
For the local reconstruction of the path, we only need to know where the path interruption starts and ends, applying then the pathfinder (DjT or A * T) to a subpath between the new start and goal nodes. That is, and unlike the usual procedure in other pathfinders, we do not need to reevaluate the nodes of the original path. This is so because we do not need to ensure that each path is the shortest one. In short, path adaptivity is controlled by the placement of repulsors in the game map, though we may use attractors to provoke small deviations to a path. Moreover, the local reconstruction of a path may occur during the backward reconstruction of a path from the goal to the start node or even during the smoothness step.
Path Smoothness.
The discretization of the game map through a grid of cells makes any path looking jagged, even when one uses diagonals (i.e., using an 8-neighborhood to pick up the next node of a path). To endow the humanlike movement to an NPC, we must smooth the jagged path, making it a curved path [13] . The typical solution to this problem is using an approximating spline (e.g., a Bézier spline), but this geometric solution does not guarantee that the path does not collide with obstacles in the scene [48] , because of the approximated nature of the curve to the path nodes. To avoid the occurrence of obstacle collisions, we can use an interpolating, rather than approximating, cubic spline [49] , but, even so, there is no guarantee of ridding off such collisions, because of the small oscillations of the cubic interpolation spline when it turns right or left. To solve this problem, we combine two tools. The first is the piecewise cubic Hermite interpolating polynomial [50] , which does not suffer from shape oscillations. The second is a repulsor placed at each obstacle corner to slightly deviate from the path and get the necessary space clearance for the moving NPC.
Multiagent Pathfinding.
In games, there may be many NPCs moving around a map with the distinct start and goal nodes. In the context of multiagent pathfinding, the path found using DjT (or A * T) for each NPC is determined independently of the existence of other NPCs. That is, an NPC only recognizes its associated trail-orienteering attractors and door repulsors on its way to the goal node; such attractors and repulsors are not sensitive to other NPCs.
To avoid collisions between NPCs, we can associate a repulsor to each NPC, but it is not practical because we would have to recalculate and update the influence field of nodes of each NPC's AoI whenever it moves around, not to mention the necessary computations whenever another NPC crosses its path. The right way to ensure no collisions between NPCs is to keep their associated repulsors turned off most of the time, and only turning on them where strictly necessary.
Let us imagine two NPCs moving around, A and B, whose paths meet a point . If attains the meeting point before without stopping, or vice versa, there no need for action because there is no collision between them, so there is no need to turn on the repulsor of one of them. However, some circumstances require turning on the repelling shield of one of them:
(i) and meet at at the same time, and both are moving, or
(ii) one of them stops at , while the other one continues moving toward .
In the first scenario, A stops before (and outside the AoI of B) to allow to pass without the need to recalculate their paths locally because no one needs to deviate from its route, so there is no need to turn on the repelling shield of anyone. This scenario simulates the behavior of two humans when one of them passes in front of another in the street sidewalks.
In the second scenario, and assuming that stops at , its repelling shield is turned on as a static repulsor so that deviates from using the local reconstruction procedure described in Section 5.2. The second scenario simulates the behavior of two humans when one of them stops in front of another in the street sidewalks. In other words, the planned path associated with has only to be locally reconstructed when stops in front of A, that is, when becomes a static obstacle on the path of . An NPC's repulsor turns off as soon as it gets off a path of another NPC. In short, a dynamic NPC only needs to turn on its repulsor when it is blocking the path of another NPC so that the path of the blocked NPC must be reconstructed locally around the AoI of the blocking NPC.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have shown that we can obtain significant gains in less memory space and time consumption when pathfinders (i.e., Dijkstra and A * ) are combined with influence fields or maps. In fact, the leading idea of our influence-aware pathfinders (DjT and A * T) is to constrain the expansion of search space as much as possible using the influence of attractors and repulsors. Note that influence-aware pathfinders here proposed for grid-based graphs also apply to other types of graphs (e.g., navigation mesh-based graphs), because a graph is a graph after all.
Remarkably, the use of influence maps does not create local extremum issues when combined with pathfinding algorithms. This is so because the nature of a pathfinder remains the same, that is, the agent always moves forward to the next node on the way to the goal node. That is, even when the agent is moving towards an attractor (i.e., a local minimum), it does not stop walking at the attractor, because the pathfinder always determines the next node to go.
We have also noted that our influence-aware technique can also be used to mitigate or solve the problems of path adaptivity, path smoothing, and multiagent pathfinding, as shown in Section 5. However, solving these problems is work in progress we intend to investigate in detail in the future. We also intend to study not only the generalization of our xTrek technique to other search algorithms (e.g., Fringe search) but also the implications of dropping off distances from the xTrek technique. The question is then whether it is doable to design a pathfinder exclusively regulated by influence values.
